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1. Introduction 

Over the past decade the field of photon-photon collisions’) has emerged 

as an important laboratory for testing both perturbative and nonperturbative 

properties of quantum chromodynamics. 

At this meeting a huge array of new and high quality experimental results 

for exclusive and inclusive twophoton channels has been reported, both at high 

and low transverse momentum and at high and low virtual photon mass.2) In 

many theoretical areas the precision of QCD predictions has now been sharp 

ened, allowing quantitative meaSures of the running coupling constant, a8(Q2), 

determinations of basic features of hadronic wavefunctions, as well as tests of - 
specific QCD scaling laws and spin selection rules. The striking resonance struc- 

ture measu.red3)p4) in the 77 + pop0 cross section suggests an interpretation in 

terms of (qqm) bound states, which if confirmed, represents a manifestation 

of novel degrees of freedom of QCD. In the case of the photon structure func- 

tion, we are now beginning to understand the interplay between point-like and 

hadron-like interactions of on-shell photons and how to meaningfully extract a 

high precision value for the QCD scale Am. 

In photon-photon collisions one studies in e+e- storage rings the production 

of even charge conjugation states by two elementary probes of variable mass and 

polarization. (See Fig. la.) The conventional viewpoint until the early 1970’s 

had been that photon interactions were mediated by intermediate vector meson 

states (current field identity, generalized vector mesons dominance, etc.). Our 

viewpoint from the perspective of QCD is just the reverse: even on-mass-shell 
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Fig. 1. (a) Photon-photon colli- 
sions in e+e- storage rings. (b) 
The direct coupling of photons to 
qq currents in QCD. 

photons couple directly to local quark currents. (See Fig. lb.) The observation51 

of two-jet events: 77 + jet + jet at high pi is in dramatic conflict with the 

VMD description since hadronic collisions nearly always produce four or more 

final state jets. At an even more basic level, the confirmation of the QCD scaling 

law61 
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for deep inelastic scattering on a photon target (e7 -+ e’X) over the range 

of 1 2 Q2 2 100 GeV2 is in striking contrast to the observed scaling pattern 

of hadron structure functions. In a related area of real photon physics, the 

charge asymmetry reported at this meeting by the MAC group’) in the reaction 

e+e- + 7+ jet automatically measures the direct coupling of a real photon to 

the outgoing quark jet currents*) and agrees with the QCD fractional charge 

assignment for Eei. 

The study of photon-photon collisions in the dynamical range accessible 

at e+e- storage rings such as PEP and PETRA is well matched to the basic 

energy scales of QCD: for processes in which the quarks and gluon propaga- 
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tor are far off-shell (Q2 > Ah and Q2 > (k:)), higher-twist power-law and 

non-perturbative corrections become small and perturbative calculations become 

justified. Experimentally, the specific QCD scaling of the photon structure func- 

tion, the pF’f(z~, 6,,) scaling of the invariant jet production cross section, and 

the scaling of the 77 + x+x- ,K+K- cross sections at large momentum trans- 

fer confirm the basic validity of QCD perturbative predictions in this domain. 

Conversely, at lower momentum transfer one can study in the simplest channels 

non-perturbative dynamics, including multi-quark and gluon resonance forma- 

tion, prebinding effects, and other fundamental aspects of hadronization. The 

total 77 cross section has now been measured over a large dynamic range-up 

to the maximum PEP and PETRA energies. gl Here there is the outstanding 

theoretical question whether the box graph which is special to the 77 + 77 for- 

ward amplitude gives a local l/W2 contibution separate from the conventional 

Reggeon parameterization. 

In this summary, I shall discuss only a few of the many interesting topics 

presented at this workshop. My main emphasis will be on the use of photon- 

photon collisions as a primary tool for investigating QCD. 

2. Two-body Production Processes 

One of the most important areas where twephoton physics will have a crit- 

ical impact in QCD is in the study of exclusive channels. The exclusive two- 

body processes 77 + Hz at large W& = (qr + q~)~ and fixed 6zTm. provide a 

particularly important laboratory for testing QCD, since the large momentum- 

transfer behavior, helicity structure, and often even the absolute normalization 

can be rigorously predicted. lo) Conversely, the angular dependence of 77 + Hz 

cross sections can be used to determine the shape of the hadron distribution 

amplitudes”) d~(zi, Q)-the process-independent probability amplitudes for 

finding valence quarks in the hadron, each carrying (light-cone) fraction zi of 

the hadron’s momentum collinear up to the momentum transfer scale Q of the 
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process. The 7x7~’ + HH amplitude can be written as a factorized form’O) 

1 

MxAf(W77,&.rn.) = 
/ [hiI 4;i(ziv 8) 6(X, 8) kf(z, 9; WT7,Oc.m.) (2.1) 

0 

where TAX, is the hard scattering helicity amplitude for scattering the clusters 

of valence quarks in each hadron. TAXI can be computed in perturbation the- 

ory and scales according to the dimensional counting r111es:‘~) to leading order 

T a: a(c~s/W&)~~~ and da/& - W&49-sf(6c.m.) for meson and baryon pairs, 

respectively. The distribution amplitudes 4H(zi,Q) require input from non- 

perturbative bound state physics, but their logarithmic dependence in Q2 is de- 

termined by evolution equations. 11) Detailed predictions for pseudescalar and 

vector-meson pairs for each helicity amplitude are given in Ref. 10. The helicities 

of the hadron pairs are predicted to be equal and opposite to leading order in 

1/W2. The QCD predictions have now been extended to mesons containing jgg) 

Fock states by Atkinson, Sucher and Tsokos,13) to 77 + pp by Damga.ard,l’) 

and to all BB octet and decouplet states by Farrar, Maina and Neri.“) The nor- 

malization of the 77 + pj~ amplitude is constrained by the tl, + pjj rate.“) The 

arduous calculation of 280 77 + qgqm diagrams in 2’~ required for calculating 

77 + BE is greatly simplified by using twc+component spinor techniques.15) 

However, since there is a disagreement between the calculations of Refs. 14 and 

15, a third calculation is necessary. 

The basic gauge-invariant measure of a hadron’s wavefunction is the distribu- 

tion amplitude 4H(zi, Q). Using the factorization theorem for exclusive scatter- 

ing amplitudes, one can show that 4H(zi, Q) is the only non-perturbative input 

required to normalize and compute any exclusive hadronic scattering processes 

in QCD at high momentum transfer. Eventually one can hope to actually cal- 

culate distribution amplitudes from first principles in QCD, e.g. by solving the 

QCD light-cone equation of motionlO) or from numerical constraints obtained 

from lattice gauge theory. 16) At this point, we can utilize model distribution 

amplitudes for mesons and baryons as candidate forms for the nonperturbative 

dynamical input. 



Candidate hadronic wavefunctions have been recently derived”) using QCD 

sum rules which relate the first few z-moments of the meson and baryon distri- 

bution amplitudes to the QCD vacuum condensates (01 GL IO) and (01 m&b IO). 

The resulting form for the nucleon distribution amplitude leads to a number of 

non-trivial predictions: the sign and magnitude of GG(Q2) at high Q2, the ratio 

GM,,/GM,, and the normalization of (I --* pp are all correctly determined.“) In 

the pion case, the normalization of the weak decay constant and high Q2 form 

factor are consistent. All of this is contrary to the conclusions of Isgur and 

Llewellyn Smith’*) who had argued that QCD exclusive scattering formalism 

could not account for the normalization of the pion and nucleon form factors at 

presently available momentum transfer.lg) 

Although there are a number of assumptions involved in applying QCD 

sum rules as wave function constraints, the distribution amplitudes derived by 

Chemyak and Zhnitskii serve as very useful Gedanken forms for making pre- 

dictions for photon-photon exclusive cross sectionsThe postulated shapes dif- 

fer significantly from the SU(G)-symmetric asymptotic solution to the distri- 

bution amplitude evolution equation: 4 do ~1~2~3, or the weak binding form 

q3 a: 6(z1- 36(52 - k). In particular, the proton quark distribution is strongly 

skewed: the u-quark with helicity parallel to that of the nucleon carries 65% of 

the nucleon’s momentum. This asymmetry also implies that the hadron scat- 

tering amplitude is sensitive to the near-endpoint region of integration as well 

the dependence of the running coupling constant on the exchanged momentum 

in the hard scattering amplitude. Another special feature of the QCD sum-rule 

analysis is the strong sensitivity to the hadron helicity. This effect is induced 

due to the fact that the coupling of a pair of quarks through gluon exchange to 

the gluon condensate is strongest when the quark spins are antiparallel. The dis- 

tribution amplitude for pions and rho-mesons with helicity zero is predicted to 

be double-humped, with a local minimum at z = i. The distribution amplitude 

of a rho-meson with helicity fl is, however, peaked at equal momentum. This 

implies a strong dependence of the 77 + pp amplitude on a non-perturbative 

vacuum condensate effect in the p wavefunction. In analogy one also expects 
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that the A distribution amplitude has a very different shape for helicity S, = f 

ands,=f states. This dependence could have a striking effect on the relative 

normalization of the Ax and pjr production cross sections and could very possi- 

bly diminish the ratio of 60 predicted by Farrar et CJ. on the basis of symmetric 

helicity-independent nucleon and isobar wavefunctions. It is clearly important 

to repeat the 77 --+ pfj calculations assuming the asymmetric form of the proton 

distribution amplitude derived from the ITEP QCD sum rules by Chernyak and 

Zhnitskii, since their model can readily account for the magnitude and sign of 

the proton and neutron form factors. 

The normalization and angular dependence of the 77 + z+z- predictions 

turn out to be insensitive to the precise form of the pion distribution amplitude 

since the resultslO) can be written directly in terms of the pion form factor taken 

from experiment. The reason for this is that, for meson distribution amplitudes 

which are symmetric in z and (1 - z), the same quantity . 

controls the z-integration for both F,(Q2) and to high accuracy M(77 + T+A-). 

Thus we find the relation: 

-g (77 + n+r-) H 4p-$)12 
g (77’4 p’p-) - 1 - cosq, * (2.3) 

The scaling behavior, angular behavior, and normalization of Eq. (2.3) are all 

non-trivial predictions of QCD. Recent Mark II data20) for z+rr- and K+K- 

production in the range 1.6 < WT7 < 2.4 GeV near 90’ are in excellent agree- 

ment with the normalization and energy dependence predicted by QCD (see 

Fig. 2). As reported by Gida12’) at this meeting, the Mark II results have now 

been extended to pair mass beyond 3 GeV, again in agreement with the QCD. 

predictions. It is clearly very important to test the angular dependence of the 
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Fig. 2. Measured cross section for 
77 ---) ?r+7r- plus 77 -+ K+K- 

integrated over the angular region 
] cos 6c.m.l < 0.3 (from Ref. 21). 
The curve is the perturbative-QCD 
prediction from Ref. 10. 
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cross sections and separate the rr+rr- and K+K- contributions. The onset of 

scaling at this range of momentum transfer for meson pair production is reason- 

able since the off-shell quark propagators in the diagrams for 2’~ carry momenta 

large compared to the relevant QCD scales: quark masses, intrinsic transverse 

MS momentum, and AgcD. However, just as in e+e- -+ Hz, the scaling behavior of 

the Born cross sections can be distorted by resonance production; the leading or- 

der predictions are only be valid well above particle production thresholds and 

where low relative-velocity final-state corrections become unimportant. [Here 

we have in mind the QCD analogue of Coulomb interactions between attractive 

charged particles which, in the non-relativistic regime, give singular distortion 

factors22) of the form c/(1 - e-c) where < = 2~ (u/u (=+ 87r cr,9/3u in QCD).] 

It is also important to understand the 77 + x+rrT- amplitude in the thresh- 

old region since this is the simplest twebody scattering amplitude in QCD. The 

amplitude is rigorously determined below threshold at W = 0 by the low energy 
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Fig. 3. Differential cross section 
for77+Ir+rr-atcos@=Oasa 
function of W = measured A+?T- 
mass. Curves l-3 represent best 
fits to the data in the f(1270) mass 
region using (1) Born amplitude + 
Breit-Wigner with fixed width; (2) 
Born amplitude + Breit-Wigner 
(variable width); (3) Mennessier 
model. Curve 4 represents the con- 
ventional Born cross-section alone. 
Above 1 GeV curve 2 is close to 
curve 3. The horizontal bars indi- 
cate the mean amount of smearing 
in W at 0.6 GeV and at 1.2 GeV. 
(From Ref. 24.) 
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theorem for Compton scattering and crossing. The phase of each 77 + 7~~1~~ 

spherical wave is related by Watson’s theorem to the phase of the corresponding 

rrr+7r- + ~+a- scattering amplitude. The most detailed predictions employing 

these constraints, which are obtained by modifying the 77 + A+A- point-like 

Born approximation, have been given by Menessier.23) As shown in Fig. 3, the 

Pluto data2’) appears to differ significantly from the model predictions at ener- 

gies below the f” contribution. If these results are confirmed, this would signal 

a large threshold enhancement in the 77 --+ 7t+x- amplitude, possibly indicat- 

ing low velocity distortion effects22) as discussed above or a new resonance near 

or below the T+~T- threshold. Either possibility has important implications for 

QCD. 

The data3h4) for 77 -+ pop0 from PETRA and PEP are much larger than 

predicted by QCD in the region 1.2 < WV,,, < 2.4 GeV and are clearly suggestive 

of resonance enhancement near M - 1.4 GeV. (See Fig. 4.) The absence of a 

comparable signal in p+p- precludes an explanation in terms of a single &scalar 

resonance such as a glueball state. A possible, if not compelling, interpretation 

has been suggested by Achasov et al.,25) and Li and Liu26) in terms of two 

interfering I = 0 and I = 2, Jpc = 2++, qq@j resonances with masses 1.3 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the 77 + pop0 
and p+p- data3)B4) with the mesonium 
(QQQQ) resonance model of Achasov et 
aZ.25) See also Ref. 26. 
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-- Fig. 5. Coupling of two photons to qqqq 
systems decaying to the pop0 final state. The 
UEUE coupling is dominant. 

and 1.6 GeV, respectively. Two photons couple naturally to such “mesonium” 

S-wave states since each photon is likely to produce a q?j system. (See Fig. 

5.) Since the I = 0 and I = 2 amplitudes add constructively in 77 + pop’, 

they interfere destructively25) in 77 --+ p+p-. Identification of these resonances 

with the predicted couplings in rj + 7 4a as well as other 77 + Vv channels 

is crucial for a check of this hypothesis. At the high end of the experimental 

range, WT7 2 2 GeV, the data could be approaching the magnitude predicted 

by perturbation theory. 
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In general, QCD predicts a large array of exotic resonances qgg, gg, qgqij, 

qqq@jij, etc., which are expected to be prominent in the threshold region of the 

appropriate 77 production channel. In the case of 77 + pi, the cross section 

(&/dcos 6 = 3 f 1 nb) measured by TASSO27) in the threshold region 2 < 

WT7 < 2.4 GeV is roughly 60 times larger than the prediction of Farrar et cr1.,15) 

although 77 + A++h’+ may be close to the predicted normalization. Again 

this suggests distortions due to resonance production, e.g., qqqm baryonium 

states or strongly helicity-dependent wavefunctions ss we have discussed above. 

The perturbative predictions for 77 --) BB would not be expected to become 

valid unless all of the quark and gluon propagators in TH are reasonably off-shell, 

i.e., WV7 2 5 GeV and large 6c.m.. 

An essential feature of the QCD predictions for baryon pair production is 

the fall-off of the cross section at large momentum transfer, reflecting the quark 

compositeness of the hadrons. One can compare these predictions with the large, 

rapidly increasing cross sections predicted2’) from effective Lagrangian models 

with point-like p, A, and 7 couplings. 

It is important to extend the QCD predictions for 77 + HE to the case of 

one or two virtual photons, since measurements can be performed with tagged 

electrons. In fact, for W2 large and fixed 6 c-m., the qf and qi dependence of the 

77 + Hz amplitude for transversely polarized photons must be minimal.2g) 

in QCD since the off-shell quark and gluon propagators in T’ already transfer 

hard momenta; i.e., the 27 coupling is effectively local for lqfj, lqij < pg. 

The study of resonance production in exclusive twc+photon reactions is par- 

ticularly advantageous because of the variety of new and exotic channels, the 

absence of complications from spectator hadrons, and the fact that the contin- 

uum can be computed or estimated from perturbative QCD. The onset of open 

charm is particularly interesting since the sum of the exclusive channel cross 

section should saturate the 77 + CE plus 77 * czqg contributions. The chan- 

nels with maximal spin and charge such as 77 + B3/2(cuu) E~/~(zEE) are likely. 

to be dominant due to charge coherence and multiple helicity states. 
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We also note that photon-photon collisions provide a way to measure the 

running coupling constant in an exclusive channel, independent of the form of 

hadronic distribution amplitudes. The photon-meson transition form factors 

F,-.dQ2), ~4 = x~,Q-~, f, etc. are measurable in tagged ey --* e’M reactions. 

QCD predictslo) 

Fr(Q2) 
au(Q2) = $ Q2 IF’7(Q2) 12 (2-4 

where to leading order the pion distribution amplitude enters both numerator 

and denominator in the same manner. The higher order corrections can be 

calculated using the methods of Ref. 30. 

In the regime s > p$ > p2 the cross sections for 77 -+ Vv and 77 3 7V 

can be computed from n 1 2 multiple gluon exchange diagrams by summing 

a series in as(pF$) ths/p$. As shown by Ginzburg, Panfil, and Serbo,31) the 

exponentiation of this series leads to large enhancement factors’ of order of 100 

over Born contributions. The cross sections dominate over the lower-order quark 

exchange contributions at forward angles. Estimates are also given for 77 + 

Vqq, although in this case soft gluon radiation needs to be included. 

3. The Photon Structure Function 

A key physical quantity in QCD is the set of photon structure functions32) 

Fi7 (5, Q2) measured in ey + e ‘X: 

27rdi7 
dzdydcj = 4a$e7 [(I - y)F2 + y2zFl + ~(1 - y) COS %$F3] (3.1) 

with q2 = -Q2, z = Q2/2k. q, k2 = 0, y = q l k/q * pcl, and e = 2(1- <)/(l + 

(l- s)~), where s = vk/qm, is the energy fraction transferred from the lepton 

beam to the real photon. As first shown by Witten,6) QCD predicts, unlike 

hadron structure functions, the normalization, shape, and evolution of the Fz 

to second order in LY# (Q2). The basic scaling behavior, Fz (z, Q2) - Ln Q2 f(z) 
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predicted by QCD has now been confirmed for 0.3 < z < 0.8 by PLUTO, JADE, 

TASS0 and PEP4-PEP9 measurements2) for Q2 below 2 GeV2 to beyond 100 

GeV2. The quark and gluon diitributionss3)s3’) in the photon obey (in leading 

order) the extended evolution equations (t = ih Q2/A2) 

dG(x, t) 

dt 
_ 0% PI 

27r 
dy 
Y 

(34 

C!?i(Y,t) 
i 

(34 

where the inhomogeneous term is induced by the direct 77 + qq box diagram. 

It has been conventional to parametrize the QCD prediction in terms of a reg- 

ular hadronic (vector meson dominance) piece plus the asymptotic solution to 

(Eq. (2)) of the form &‘(xlQ2) = [(47r)/(as(Q2))]q(x) + hi(z). However, in 

lowest order, this gives an artificial singularity in the photon structure func- 

tion: F27 = X$ - X-o’5964 at x -+ 0. In higher order, hi(z) CY= xe2 implying 

a negutiue cross section for x + 0 at fixed Q2. These difficulties show that a 

straightforward separation of regular hadronic and pointlike contributions is in- 

valid; diagrammatically both horizontal and vertical gluon exchange corrections 

to the box diagram must be taken into account.35) 

As emphasized by Gliick et uZ.,~~) rigorous QCD predictions can be made by 

construction of quark and gluon distributions in the photon to agree with exper- 

iment at a given scale Q& and then using the evolution Eq. (2) to make predic- 

tions at large Q2. The differences between higher and leading order predictions 

are found to be small. The fundamental prediction of QCD, F27(~, Q2) - log Q2 

at fixed x and large Q2, remains. The disadvantage of this procedure is that the 
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Fig. 6. Analysis of the photon structure func- 
tion in the Antoniadis-Grunberg scheme.37) See 
the reviews of A. Deuter and W . Wagner, these 
proceedings. 

possibility of determining AFCD and making a priori predictions for the shape 

of the structure functions is lost. 

A  more convenient method has recently been proposed by Antoniadias and 

Grunberg. 37) They parametrize the photon structure moments in the form 

po cyd(Q2) + b:, + n” 2 I1 - (MQ2))ldn + -*a (3.4 

The parameter X  # 0 represents hadronic contributions and eliminates the po- 

tential singularity at n = 2. Thus at the expense of one extra parameter, one 

can make detailed predictions for QCD; for x > ~0 Z 0.25 there ls apparently 

little sensitivity to the hadronic input. A  PLUTO analysis based on this proce- 

dure gives Am = 160 f 45 MeV. (See Fig. 6.) Theoretical uncertainties still 

remain, however, concerning whether a background VMD contribution should 

still be included as in conventional fits and the manner in which charm quark 

contributions should be identified. 

It clearly would be useful to test the accuracy of these methods in an exam- 

ple where the photon interactions and gluonic radiative corrections could be sys 

tematically computed. One such theoretical laboratory is the 7*7 --) QQ heavy 
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quark contribution 38) to the photon structure function where, for u2/c2 < 1 

and Coulomb gauge, only Coulomb gluons couple to the heavy quarks, and the 

radiative corrections to the spectator lines can be computed as an expansion 

in u/c. This model can also provide a guide to the 77 + cz contribution, in- 

cluding the effect of final state interactions at threshold.22) In the case where 

one electron is untagged, the target photon can be appreciably off shell, thus 

obscuring the dependence of the photon structure function on Am QCD- Heavy 
quark models could help settle this dynamical dependence, including the degree 

of quenching of the hadronic contribution as lk21 increases. 

The photon structure function plays a pivotal role in perturbative QCD and 

further measurements are very much warranted. Higher luminosity measure- 

ments at PEP, PETRA, and higher energies possible at SLC, LEP and Tristan 

will allow more precise measurements at high Q2 1 100 GeV2, the separation of 

F:, Fl, Fz and checks of specific QCD predictions for F& separation of heavy 

quark contributions, checks on the jet topological structure, moment analyses, 

etc. We emphasize the need to check the photon-off-mass dependence and the 

need for real photon target measurements, since even at moderate k2 the sensi- 

tivity of Fl to Am drops out. 

In the future, it may be possible to measure real photon structure functions 

in ey + e’X reactions where the photon target is obtained from a laser or 

wiggler beam back-scattering on a linac beam. 3g) In addition to potentially high 

luminosity, one also has the advantage that the photon beam is polarized and 

can have an energy spectrum peaked at high energy, reducing the need for 

reconstruction of the hadron production energy W. 
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4. High Transverse Momentum Inclusive Processes 

One area of considerable theoretical and experimental uncertainty in photon 

photon collisions is jet and hadron production at high pi. As reported by the 

JADE collaboration, the predicted QCD scaling law”O) 

P$ E Wd’p(77 + Jet + X) = f(zg-,Ocm) 

appears to set in at pi as low as 3 GeV. This is in remarkable contrast to the 

very high PT (pT 2 20 GeV)) re q uired before any semblance of scale-invariance 

is seen in pp collisions. The precocious scaling of 77 reactions could be due to 

a number of factors: 

1. There are no logarithmic modifications predicted for the 77 + 2 jet, 3 

jet and 4 jet processes in leading order. This is due to the fact that the 

scale-violation due to the running coupling constant in the -yq + gq and 

qq + qq subprocess contribution is compensated by the evolution of the 

quark distribution in the photon. The subprocess can be distinguished 

by the power of (1 - z~)~ at threshold XT = 2p~/fi + 1 or from jet 

topology. 

2. Higher twist contributions receive less trigger bias in 77 compared to 

hadron-induced reactions. 

The normalization of the JADE jet production cross section appears higher 

than QCD.‘) As discussed in this meeting, it seems unlikely that this discrepancy 

could be due to an integrally-charged quark model. Within the context of QCD, 

there are other possible explanations: anomalous K-factors for 77 + qq, etc., 

anomalous threshold corrections for 77 ---t CF; mis-estimate of higher jet nucleon 

contributions, etc. Measurements of 77 + rrX, and 77 -+ 7X at high PT 

could help to resolve these questions. One is also interested in understanding 

the photon mass dependence of the inclusive cross sections, backgrounds due 

to ee + ee7* single photon radiation contributions, jet coherence effects43) in 

3-jet and 4-jet reactions, etc. On the theoretical side, we need to compute 
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higher order corrections, relate the 77 + Jet X cross sections to the measured 

photon structure function, analyse heavy quark production, etc. Aside from 

e+e- reactions, photon-photon collisions provide the simplest environment to 

understand jet production and hadronization. 

5. Conclusions 

The study of photon-photon collisions has progressed enormously, stimulated 

by new data and new calculational tools for QCD. In the future we can expect 

precise determinations of CYS and AFCD from the 7*7 -+ r” form factor and the 

photon structure function, as well as detailed checks of QCD, determination of 

the shape of the hadron distribution amplitudes from 77 + Hz, reconstruction 

of oY7 from exclusive channels at low WVr, definitive studies of high pT hadron 

and jet production, and studies of threshold production of charmed systems. 

Photon-photon collisions, along with radiative decays of the $J and T, are ideal 

for the study of multiquark and gluonic resonances. We have emphasized the 

potential for resonance formation near threshold in virtually every hadronic 
-- exclusive channel, including heavy quark states C’ECZ, CCUU, etc. 

At higher energies (SLC, LEP, . . .) parity-violating electroweak effects and 

Higgs production due to “equivalent” 2’ and W* beams from e + eZ” and 

e ---) VW will become important. 43) The basic form for the virtual (transversely 

polarized) 2’ beam in an electron is (x = (ki + k$)/(pf + p:)) 

dN az k: -=- 
dx dkf 27r (k: + M;)2 

(1+ (1 - x)“] . 

Asymptotic log s/M; scaling for dN/dx becomes relevant at s > Mi, where 

k: = M;. 

Many of the most important 77 studies are severely limited by counting rate, 

emphasizing the need for increasing detector acceptance and photon-photon 

luminosity. New accelerator developments,3g) such as backscattered lasers on 
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linear collider beams or other coherent methods44) which can generate intense 

beams of photons, could lead to dramatic increases in &,. We note that many 

of the most interesting QCD tests require only modest photon energies W,, 2 

5 to 10 GeV, but high photon-photon luminosity. 
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